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A STUDY OF FRICTION BETWEEN STEEL SUEFACES AT 
tJLTRA-SLOW SPEEDS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The present investigstion of friction was suggested 

by Dr. W. Weniger, who has felt for many years that this 

field has been neglected. In looking up the literature 

on the subject this neglect becexne apparent. In very 

recent years, however, several people have investigated 

certain phases of the subject. The phase selected for 

this study Is friction at ultra-slow speeds. 

The laws of friction, which are usually designated 

In elementary physics as approximately true, appear to 

be very rough if either the load per unit aree or the speed 

be varied through wide ranges. In the present invest'iga- 

tion the highest speed used, though only 0.3 centimeter 

per second, was about three mil1on tines the lowest speed. 

The range of variation of load was small. 



CEAPTER II 

REVIEW OF ESSENTIAL LITERATURE 

G. Rennle (19) found troni experiments in air that 

= F/N did not remain constant for loads beyond a certain 

critical value. 

K. E. Landsberg (16) pointed out that adsorbed 

matter prevents the action of cohesive forces between 

the two solids when in contact in air. He stressed that 

the range of cohesive force is very small and that the 

force decreases inversely as the sixth power of the 

distance if the distance exceeds a feu times 1O cm. 

A. S. Kimball (15) noted that kinetic friction is 

less than static friction. He also found that the coefti- 

dent of friction of pine on pine changed from 0.19 at 

5 in./niin. to 0.25 at 300 in./min., and for leather on 

pine the change was from 0.22 at 0.79 in./min. to Ok75 

at 11.66 in./niin. In the case of leather belts on cast 

iron pulleys maximum friction occurred at 660 in. /min. 

(28 cm../sec.). Increasing the velocity to 1980 in./min. 

or reducing it to 18 in./min. gave 82 per cent as great 

friction. 

Captain Douglas Dalton (io) had constructed a special 

railway car with steel wheels and cast iron brake blocks. 

The force pressing the brake against the wheel and the 

tangential drag of the block were measured by special 
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hydraulic dynamometers designed by Westinghouse. These 

dynamometers consisted of tight f1ttin pistons in cylinders 

of water, and the force was computed from the pressure of 

the water. For velocities of 60, 50, kO, 30, 20, 10 and 

5 mi./br. coefficients of friction of 0.062, 0.10, 0.13k, 

O.i8k, 0.205, 0.32 and 0.36, respectively, were given. 

After applying the brake for 20 seconds or so, the friction 

was reduced to one-half or two-thirds the former values. 

The coefficient of friction for the steel car wheels on 

the steel rails decreased with increase of speed from 

0.11 at 10 rni./hr. to 0.0k at 50 nil. Ihr. 

Sir George Beilby (2) made an extended microscopic 

study of polished surfaces during the years 1902 to 1921. 

He concluded that polish Is the result of flow of material 

and the formation of an amorphous surface, the Beilby 

layer, named in his honor. He polished antimony that had 

been ground with fine emery paper. By etching off this 

polished surface, he restored the grooves of the emery 

paper. Beilby explained the hardening of metals in cold 

working as being due to amorphous layers which cement the 

slip planes together and thereby prevent further slip. 

Silver foil after hammering is springy and can be 

used as a vibrating tongue in a reed Instrument. After 

heating to 260 degrees it is no longer springy. A thermal 

junction of hardened and annealed silver gave 0.17 micro- 
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volts for 1°C. difference between hot and cold junction. 

The tensile strength of Swedish iron may change from 20 

tons to 80 tons/in.2 by drawing to 0.1 mm. diameter. The 

center of the wire remains crystalline, but the surface 

becomes amorphous. The stability of an amorphous solid 

is determined by temperature, and a temperature far below 

the melting point permits rearrangement of the molecules 

and the amorphous state changes to the crystalline. 

G. P. Thomson (22) failed to obtain electron diffrac- 

tion patterns from polished gold, iron, lead, aluminum, 

and copper, and attributed this failure to amorphous 

layers resembling super-cooled liquids. Copper three- 

fourths hour after being polished gave very faint electron 

diffraction rings, and after several hours it gave xneasur- 

able rings, though still blurred. Heating gently makes 

the rings clearer, but further heating may spoil them. 

Finch, Quarrell and Roebuck (12) found that polished 

metal surfaces of copper dissolved crystals of zinc 

(sputtered) and these crystals showed electron diffraction 

patterns which faded in a few seconds. 

H. G. Hopkins (1k) measured the thickness of the 

Beilby layer. In the case of gold, the removal by sputter- 

ing of 30A (0.0000003 cm.) from the polished surface 

restored electron diffraction. 

J. M. Macaulay (18) has written a brief note on high 

temperatures in sliding friction. Calculation shows that 
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a single layer of molecules of glass 1 centimeter square 

would be melted by 900 ergs. Now Beilby says that normal 

pressure between surfaces of k lb./in.2 (280 g./cni.2) is 

sufficient to produce surface flow after polishing with 

rouge. With this pressure, and using a coefficient of 

friction 0.3, he finds that moving I square centimeter 

a distance of 1 cm. develops 83,000 ergs. Furthermore, 

the actual contact is a small part of the total area. If 

the contacts are considered as mathematical points, the 

temperature rise at the contacts could be infinite. The 

Beilby theory has considerable though not universal support. 

F. P. Bowden and T. P. Hughes (6) in discussing the 

Beilby layer lend support to the idea that in sliding 

friction, the high temperature developed melts the crests 

of the "hills" and spreads them over the surface. They 

point out that one substance will polish another 1f its 

melting point is higher but not if it is lower. Obviously 

this would follow if the above theory of melting the 

"hilltops" is correct. 

N. K. Adams (i) noting that Lord Rayleigh concluded 

that in polishing the material Is worn away "almost mole- 

cularly," states that molecules torn away and deposited in 

random arrangement would be amorphous somewhat like a 

super-cooled liquid. Melting need not be assumed to occur. 



M. M. Fichter (ii) found that polishing first reduced 

friction to a decided minimum and then Increased the 

friction. This effect occurred with iron sliding on Iron, 

and with iron on brass. He suggests that In ordinary 

friction there Is, In addition to interlocking, also 

actual local welding. These weldings are strained to 

the breaking point while other welds are being formed. 

Shaw and Leavey (21) descrIbe an Interesting experi- 

ment In friction. A rod 28 cm. long is cut Into five 

pieces. Two pairs about 8 cm. apart In the vacuum tube 

form a sort of saw horse on which rests the sliding 

specimen (slider) 12 cm. in length. The tube was tipped 

(say to the right) until sliding occurred. Motion of the 

slider was recorded electrically and was stopped gently 

by a buffer to avoid abrasion of the surfaces. Next it 

was tipped to the left till sliding occurred. The angle 

between these two positions divided by two gives 0. Since 

each rod of the saw horse, when the vacuum tube is level, 

inclines k5° to the vertical, the normal thrust against 

the saw horse is i1ïi , in which W is the weight of the 

slider. When the tube is tilted this thrust becomes 

cos e . The force causing sliding is therefore 

W sin O . Hence the coefficient of friction Is W sin O / 

s/j cosO =tanO/ff. 

It was found that static friction decreased slightly 

with temperature rise to about 1500 C., then rose rapidly. 
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Upon cooling, the curve was not retraced because the fric- 

tion decreased but little. Silver sliding on nickel was 

designated by Ag-NI. The authors believed that heating 

to 3000 C. or so not only removes adsorbed Impurities, 

but relaxes surface strains, leaving the surface "annealed." 

After "annealing", changing the temperature from 200 C. 

to 300° C. changed static friction In the case of Ni-Ni 

from 1.27 to 1.5; Cu-Cu, from 1.5 to 1.5; Ag-Ag, from 2.8 

to k. The angle of repose for = k is 76 degrees. The 

slider occasionally stuck when vertical (p. = -- ). The 

change for NI-Ag was I to 2.5; Al-Ni, 2.5 to k; Ag-Al, 

2.3 to 1.7. A few other combinations besides Ag-Al also 

gave slightly lower friction at the high temperature. 

Many others, such as Cu-Cu, Cu-Ni, Cu-Ag, Fe-Ag, Ni-Fe, 

Ni-Glass gave, after heat treatment, practically the same 

value at both high and low temperatures. Varying the load 

from 20 g. to i80 g. decreased the coefficient by about 

one-half in the case of Al-Al and Cu-Cu; while in the case 

of Cu-Fe no appreciable change vas observed. 

G. A. Tomlinson (23) based a "tentative" theory of 

friction upon the Idea that attractive forces between 

molecules act through distances comparable with molecular 

spacing and that much stronger repulsive forces act when 

the distances become much smaller. In ordinary sliding 
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friction very few molecules approach near enough to those 

of the other surface for attractive forces to come into 

play, and still fever come near enough to involve forces 

of repulsion. 

As two molecules pass each other, the attractive force 

opposes friction while they are approaching and adds to 

friction an equal amount when they are receding. Hence the 

net result is zero. In the closer approach in which 

repulsion arises, each molecule is appreciably displaced 

relatively to its neighbors and the work performed is not 

recovered when they snap past each other. This might 

account for the work of friction. (May the writer here 

interpose that a similar loss of energy might also occur 

as irregularities of much greater than molecular size 

snap past each other even though the forces be attractive.) 

As the load increases, Tomlinson says, more molecules are 

involved, hence the friction increases. 

He also applies the same theory to rolling friction. 

Of course, the work done against each molecule before it 

snaps past the opposite molecule depends upon the elastic 

constants of the materials involved. In fact, Tomlinson 

originated the equation p. = C(M1 + M2)2, in which M1 and 142 

are complicated inverse functions of the rigidity and 

compressibility of the two surfaces and C is a constant. 

Bikerman and Rideal (3) state that if friction is due 

to adhesion we have f = KA, while 1f friction is due to 



roughness we have f = .L, Ainonton's law, In which the 

force f of friction varies as the load L. Small flat 

plates about 3 g. to 30 g. were slid on large flat plates 

that could be inclined to the horizontal at an angle O 

tin sliding occurred, so that *. = tan O . Doubling the 

load and then reducing it carefully to the former load 

gave practically the former friction, which seems to show 

that cohesion has very little effect on friction between 

hard surfaces. 

Bowden and Leben (7) found in their experiments that 

sliding was not steady but occurred by jumps, seeming to 

Indicate that the specimen alternately "sticks" and 

"slips." 

From their curves it seems that the coefficient of 

friction varies from about 0.18 to 0.28 every tenth second 

or so. They used a sliding speed of 0.3 cm./sec. with 

medicinal paraffin as lubricant. 

Bowden and Hughes, in their experiments on friction 

in vacuum, outgassed their metal specimens and found, for 

example, that friction between nickel and tungsten increased 

nearly twenty-fold (p. = 6) over that found for similar 

conditions In the atmosphere. They attribute this great 

increase to local adhesion or welding of the two specimens, 

and state that removal of oxide orother films on a metal 

always increases the friction. 

Bowden and Faber (k), from measurements of interface 

electrical resistance, concluded that the area of actual 
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contact may be as little as 1/10,000 of the total, apparent- 

ly flat, sliding area, and that steel may undergo plastic 

deformation. 

J. R. Bristow (8) criticizes the work of Bowden and 

Leben, and finds that only 30° C. rise in temperature 

accompanies a "stick and slip" of the specimen. He also 

refers to other investigators who found only 50° C. rise 

in temperature. He points out that this is not a sufficient 

temperature rise to produce welding. He also claims that 

smooth sliding (no "stick and slip") can be obtained with 

dry surfaces. (Without wishing to enter into the contro- 

versy, it may be mentioned that some peculiar marks that 

suddenly appeared on the surfaces of specimens in the 

present investigation seem to indicate the existence of 

sorne such effect as mentioned by Bowden.) 

G. W. Hanunar (13) found that static friction was 

much larger between surfaces after baking in vacuum than 

it was in air. Hammar had a small firepolished glass 

tube sliding within two large glass tubes in a vacuum. 

Sliding was initiated by tilting the apparatus and measuring 

the angle of tilt. He found that after kO or 50 slidings 

the coefficient of friction decreased, even to one-half 

the original value. He noted pitting of the surface 

after sliding and concluded that molecular attraction is 

prominent during the first few slides. (Since pitting 

occurred, the writer wonders if the abraded material may 
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not have acted as "rollers" between the two surfaces 

thereby progressively reducing friction.) 

Claypoole and Cook (9) in a study of the nature of 

static friction, consider from the theoretical standpoint 

three cases (a) both surfaces ideal planes; (b) each sur- 

face a plane with ideal spherical mounds of uniform height 

and spacing; (c) a practical model with planes on which 

are Irregular plateaus and valleys spaced at random. In 

the practical case each surface with its plateaus and 

valleys is overlaid with an abnormally stressed monolayer 

of amorphous metal (Beilby layer). It is assumed that 

the initial value of static friction is exceedingly small 

and remains so until a minute side slip hs occurred. 

Plastic flow accompanying the side slip produces closer 

contact and molecular forces resist greatly a further 

sliding, thereby causing a great increase in static fric- 

tion. In the practical model case (o), the plateaus are 

considered to be perhaps one micro-inch in height. 

Many of the factors on which friction depends are 

difficult to control. Among these are listed: geometric 

contour of the surfaces in contact, physical properties, 

molecular forces in surfaces and in surface films, and 

adsorbed water and gases. 

In cold welding, two carefully cleaned wires were 

gently hammered together. A cross-section of the weld 

in micro-photograph showed perfect fusion at some points. 
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( This experiment corroborates the welding and "stick and 

slip" theory as applied to friction by Bowden and others.) 

R. Schnurrnann ( ahowöd photographically that the 

actual area of contact for which the solid surfaces are 

separated by not more than a few molecUlar layers of 

adsorbed ¡natter is but a small fraction of the apparent 

or nominal area of contact unless the normal load produces 

contact pressures exceeding the elastic limit of one of 

the sòlids. Monomolecular layers of foreign matter 

exert adhesive properties between the areas of actual 

contact of two solids. Even a metal above its melting 

point will adhere to surfaces of solids which it does not 

wet, provided a monomolecular layer of water has been 

condensed upon it. 

Su'faces separated by a fluid film have their motion 

governed by equations of hydrody-namic frictional resistance, 

which resistance is entirely independent of the nature of 

the surfaces and dependent only on the characteristics of 

the fluid. 

Hydrodynamic flow breaks down if the thickness of the 

film is less than 10,000 molecules or 5 x 10 cm. Auontons 

law (friction proportional to load) breaks down as the 

layer approaches one molecule in thickness. 

A silver block sliding on a glass plate leaves a 

tracing of abraded metal on the glass, and grooves in the 
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metal. Schnurmann found that metal or glass in sliding 

over a glass plate produced a "latent image" which he 

"developed" by a silver nitrate solution. A trace pro- 

duced by rolling friction, when developed, showed clearly 

that contact occurs only at a few isolated points. 

Due to porosity of one of the friction elements, 

adhesion may occur. Thus, in the case of snow on a steep 

roof, if the base layer of molecules melts, the snow 

capillaries blot up the resulting water and the snow may 

cling. Clinging would not be possible for snow resting 

on a thick layer of water. 

It will be seen from the preceding brief abstracts, 

that the subject of friction considered from both the 

theoretical and experimental points of view is of broad 

scope, and of extreme Interest, but in a somewhat chaotic 

state. In fact, in such a. state that one might be tempted 

to summarize with the brief statement "friction is 

unpredictable. 11 



CHAPTER III 

INVESTIGATION 

The Problem 

1k 

As stated in the introduction, the problem selected 

for the Investigation is that of friction between metals 

at ultra-slow speeds. The usual treatment of friction 

in elementary texts includes statements to the effect that 

the coefficient of static friction is larger than that 

of kinetic, and that the coefficient of kinetic friction, 

within limits, is independent of the speed of sliding. 

The present studs- seems to prove that the coefficient of 

kinetic friction increases with decreasing speed, and 

approaches, without discontinuity, the value of static 

friction. 

It is at once evident to those familiar with the 

apparently erratic nature of friction that the apparatus 

must be designed so that a great number of measurements 

of speeds and forces may be made rapidly and with great 

cere, and also that vibrations of the apparatus must be 

kept at a minimum. 

The Method 

A flat bar of metal, resting on a longer horizontal 

flat bar of metal was pushed horizontally at a definite 

speed lengthwise of the lower bar or baseplate. Con- 

currently the upper bar vas also being pulled by a constant- 
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ly increasing force. The value of this force at the 

instant it caused the sliding bar to break away and 

leave the pusher screw was determined with high accuracy 

and recorded as the kinetic friction for that particular 

speed. Although other speeds were used, most attention 

was given to speeds from 0.3 cm./sec. to 0.000000125 

cm./sec. Numerous readings of static friction were 

interspersed. 

The Apparatus 

A general view of the apparatus is given in Fig. 1. 

The specimen B slides over baseplate A; both are either 

of cold-rolled steel or of wrought iron, having dimensions 

respectively of 3 inches by 1/2 inch x 16 inches and 

: inches x 1/2 inch x k8 inches. B was pushed by a 

tpusherH consisting of a half-inch screw, C, 12 inches 

long, having 20 threads to the inch, the end in contact 

with B being smooth and well-rounded. To aid in reducing 

the "stick and slip" type of motion described by Bowden, 

which was noticed when observing the specimen B through 

a microscope, a kO-pound flywheel, D, was keyed to the 

screw and mounted between two plain bearings. The screw 

engaged a stationary nut attached to the baseplate A o 

that both the screw and the flywheel advanced on rotation. 



flg. 1. Gener1 view of apparatus used in 
studying friction 
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The Pushing Mechanism 

A point of great experimental difficulty was that 

of securing an adeqaate slow motion drive for the screw 

C, so that the specimen might move uniformly rather than 

by jerks. A reduction gear made by the Boston Gear Works 

was first tried and found inadequate. For the faster 

speeds the flywheel could be turned directly by the 

crank E. To obtain slower speeds for something less than 

one revolution of the flywheel, a thread of 20 to the 

inch was cut on a quarter-inch rod, F, which was wrapped 

around the circumference of the flywheel and welded in 

place. This thread was engaged by a spiral thread cut 

on a disk driven by a crank provided with a small f ly- 

wheel. This, though slower and more steady than the reduc- 

tion gear, was also eventually abandoned. 

The next attempt consisted in cementing a rubber 

cylinder to a shaft and turning it by a crank while the 

cylinder was pressed against the threaded rod F. This 

gave satisfactory results and will be referred to as the 

"rubber" drive. However, when turned very slowly, the 

resilience of the rubber made the motion very jumpy. 

As a final attempt, a device was made that amounted 

to moving a radius of the flywheel by a tangent screw. 

A hole drilled near one end of steel bar J, 1 inch x 

1 Inch x 16 inches, was slipped over pusher C and clamped 



to the rim of the flywheel in an approximately horizontal 

position. The outer end of the bar carried a vertical 

screw K (20 threads to the inch), bearing against a rigid 

horizontal piece of metal. To this screw was fastened 

the wooden pulley L, as shown. 

It will be seen that if L is given one complete 

rotation, the end of J is raised 1/20 inch and C is rotated 

about 1/2000 of a turn and specimen B is advanced 

1/14.0,000 inch or 0.0000625 cm. (about a wave length of 

red light). Different speeds, varying from 0.3 cm. Iseo. 

to 0.000000125 om./sec. were imparted to the specimen B 

by turning the appropriate crank In unison with a properly 

adjusted metronome. It Is interesting to note that at 

the slowest speed the specimen would have required nearly 

6 hours to slide 0.001 Inch. 

Turning L directly by the crank produced a motion so 

much slower than the "rubber" drive that it was desirable 

to be able to turn the screw very rapidly. Fast turning 

by hand, however, jarred the table and caused premature 

sliding. This was avoided by driving L by means of a 

string belt and the pulley M mounted on a block clamped 

to the window sill. This arrangement gave very consistent 

results. 

Somewhat slower motions were obtained by means of 

a small step-cone pulley secured to the vertical shaft 
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turned by crank N. The cone pulley was of course belted 

to L. For still slower motions the cord belt was run 

between L and the quarter inch shaft on which the cone 

pulley is mounted. By setting the metronome at k7.3 clicks 

per minute and turning the pusher C directly with crank 

E at two clicks per rotation, a speed of 0.05 cm./sec. 

was obtained. 

The flywheel D was found to be too massive for 

speeds higher than this. Accordingly, pusher C with 

flywheel D was replaced by pusher O (lower right corner) 

and a light wooden flywheel. With this arrangement a 

speed of 0.3 cm./sec. was obtained without appreciable 

jarring. Other speeds that were used were 0.0025, 

0.00001, 0.00000125, 0.0000005, and 0.000000125 cm./sec. 

0f these, 0.0025 cm./sec. was obtained by the rubber 

drive, 0.0001 cm./sec. by turning pulley M 19.k rev./min.; 

0.00001 cm./sec. by setting the metronome at 89.2 clicks 

per minute and turning N k clicks/rev. ; and so on. 

Finally, by connecting L with the smallest pulley of the 

cone and the axle of' crank I with the largest pulley of 

the cone, the lowest speed, 0.000000125 cm./sec. was 

obtained. 

Erratic results obtained at first were traced to 

jarring of the building by moving classes and the opera- 

tion of heavy machinery. At times turning the various 

cranks jarred the table slightly. The jarring from the 
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building was practically eliminated by resting the table 

legs on large rubber stoppers, and the shaking of the 

table due to cranking vas greatly reduced by a wooden 

brace from the window sill to the table, clamped at both 

ends with rubber pads on each side of the brace. As 

already stated, pulley M clamped to the window sill 

transmitted no vibrations to the table. Cranks N and I 

also rested on rubber pads. 

The Pulling Mechanism 

The next point of experimental difficulty was that 

of designing proper apparatus to pull the specimen, to 

vary the pull conveniently and rapidly, and to measure it 

accurately at the instant the specimen leaves the pusher. 

Specimen B is pulled by piano wire P (diameter O.k 

mm. ) passing over the ball-bearing pulley Q and then down 

to a hanger carrying weights R and bucket S. A rubber 

tube T connects the bottom of the bucket with the bottom 

of a tall graduated glass tube U. Water can flow from U 

to S and thus increase the pulling force on the specimen 

beyond the value of weight R. A rope passes from the 

mount over two pulleys fastened to the ceiling 

and down to the counter-weight V. Thus tube U can be 

raised or lowered to any position and, because of the 

friction of the pulley system, remains in that position. 

Tube U is calibrated from O grains near the top to 3700 

grams near the bottom. 
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In much of the work the amount of water and weight8 

were so adjusted that with the water in U at O, the total 

weight upon the wire, and hence the pull of specimen B, 

was 3,000 g. Hence with U raised and water running into 

the bucket, 1f B left the pusher C when U read say, 

1220 g. (i.e. U lacked 1220 g. of being full), the pull 

on the specimen B was 3000 plus .1220 or k220 g. The 

smallest graduations on U are 20 g. divisions but the 

amounts can easily be estimated to 5 or 10 g. The vary- 

ing weight of rubber tube has no effect on the friction 

readings because the tube passes about k" horizontally 

from the bucket to the support as illustrated. A thin 

board supporting a heavy weight W rests upon the base- 

plate A a few millimeters in front of specimen B to 

prevent disastrous speeds of sliding, thereby also re- 

ducing scoring of the surfaces. 

While the specimen is moving, the person controlling 

the water flow releases his grip on the tube T and lets 

water flow into the bucket, slowly at first and then 

more rapidly. Since the water entering the bucket bas 

only horizontal velocity, its motion does not affect the 

pull cn the supporting wire, and since this water moves 

directly away from the fixed support of the tube T th.rough 

which it flows there is very little tendency to make the 

bucket swing. Although the flow of water into the 

bucket necessarily produces some swinging, its effect is 
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negligible, since the readings for friction proved to be 

independent of the rate of flow Usually a group of 

2, 3, k, 5, and 10 observations was made at one speed and 

then the same number of readings at another speed with 

readings of static friction interspersed. Occasionally 

one reading at one speed was followed by one reading at 

another speed. 

The friction of the ball-bearing pulley Q over which 

the piano wire passes was measured. Column I of Table I 

gives the load on each end of the wire passing over the 

pulley. The other four columns (k trials) give the load 

added to one side to produce motion (as in the Atwood 

machine). 

Table I 

Friction of Pulley Q 

Trial IV Load Trial I Trial II Trial III 

1000 g. 2.k g. 2.2 g. 2.3 g. 2.6 g. 

2000 3.5 3.05 3.05 3.20 

3000 k. 3.8 k. k.1 

11.000 k.8 11..5 k.6 k.k 

5000 5.3 5.0 5.8 5.5 

6000 6.3 6.7 6.0 6.3 

7000 6. 6.0 7.0 7.3 
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Since the water tube U was calibrated In 20 gram 

divisions, the forces recorded in Table I are evidently 

negligible. They would still be negligible if two or 

three times as large. 

Preparation of Surfaces 

The preparation of the surfaces Involved a great 

expenditure of tizne. Some of the surfaces used vere 

prepared by pushing by hand the sliding specimen back and 

forth and sidewise with a rotary motion over the base- 

plate. The abrasive on the baseplate, carborundum or 

emery, Was kept constantly wet with either oil or water. 

Usually the surface was ground with No. 2kO carborundum 

first, and finished with No. 1t00. After hours of success- 

ful grinding the two surfaces repeatedly 8eemed to grab 

suddenly producing gouges In each. The grinding was 

then repeated. 

The most satisfactory surfaces were obtained by 

using a power grinder, Fig. 2. The large motor driven 

woòden wheel W gives the sliding specimen S its length- 

wise motion and the motor driven reduction gear (at the 

left) whose shaft carries rotating cams gives the lateral 

motion to make certain that the sliding specimen does not 

go back over the same track. Constant attention was 

required to keep the abrasive wet and prevent grabbing 

and gouging, and even this often proved futile. After 



Fig. 2. Mechanism for grinding surfaces used In 
studying friction 
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grinding, the abrasive was removed as far as possible by 

repeatedly rubbing with moist or oily paper. Attempts 

to clean the surface with acetone or Nitrokote thinner 

usually resulted in low values of frictional forces for 

a while; perhaps some residue served as a lubricant. 

Often, when local scratching of the surfaces occurred 

during a test, the surfaces were not reground by the 

power grinder, but were polished locally by hand with 

soft leather and carborunduni. Great difficulty was 

experienced in securing a series of a hundred readings or 

so without undue scratching and the attendant increase in 

friction. Time did not permit of working with other than 

cold-rolled steel and wrought iron surfaces. 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA 

Static Friction 

Static friction at various loads vas determined for 

wrought Iron surfaces with an apparent area of contact 

of about 360 cm2. The data of Table II show a. gradual 

increase in the coefficient of static friction with increase 

In load. 

Table II 

Static Friction 

No. Coeff. Load Friction 
grems grams trials friction 

5,000 19kO 27 0.388 

10,000 3910 13 0.391 

15,000 6135 19 0.k08 

20,000 8k00 1k 0.k20 

25,000 10,760 17 0.k30 

Examination of all the data taken on static friction 

gives little evidence that static friction depends on the 

length of tizne the specimen has been resting on the base- 

plate. Neither does the friction appear to depend upon 

how heavily the slider has previously been loaded. 
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Kinetic Friction at Different Speeds 

Friction at various speeds was determined with the 

saine wrought iron specimens, using a 15 kg. load on 

specimen B. These data are given in Table III. 

Table III 

Average Values of Kinetic Friction at Different Speeds 

____ ------------ -en---- 

Speed Friction No. Coeff. 
cm/sec. average in trials friction 

grams 

0.2 3j211 22 0.208 

0.1 29k 31 0.196 

0.05 3139 32 0.209 

0.025 3575 38 0.238 

0.0125 3662 60 O.2kk 

0.00125 k86k 12 0.32k 

0.00083 5530 11 0.369 

0.000625 5510 10 0.367 

0.000k17 5978 10 0.399 

static 6211 65 0.k15 

In the study of kinetic friction at various speeds, 

the Individual readings vary so much and so unexpectedly 

that trends may be shown only by averaging large numbers 

of readings. Occasionally readings could be taken at the 

rete of one per minute, but usually more time was neces- 

sary. 
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Table IV shows a sample run of successive readings 

taken when there vas no severe scratching of the surfaces. 

The surface and the sample were both cold-rolled steel; 

the sample carried a load of 10 kg. It will be noted 

that successive readings sometimes differ by only 10 or 

20 g., whereas in other cases the difference is 200 or 

300 g. 

Table IV 

Individual Readings of Friction at Different Speeds 

0.005 cm/sec 0.0005 0.0000125 0.000005 0.00000125 

k090 g. k755 g. kO3O g. k020 g. k790 g. 
k355 11.785 l55 kk2O k655 
k255 ki6O k360 11.585 k7k5 
kko5 l20 k3kO k800 k665 
kk5o 11.610 k585 k535 k855 
k130 k825 ¿i.600 11k30 k7'20 
k270 1vTk5 1l7k5 k5k5 51k5 
k775 k255 k8io k680 k690 
k170 k360 1t770 k630 
k660 51ko k875 k885 
klOO kk5O 51kO kkko 
kk55 kk2O kk9O k920 
kkk5 kk55 k260 

k265 
k965 

k630 kk85 
k210 k500 kk7o 
kk9O k5k5 11.355 

Average: 

k379 kk6O k513 k5kO k778 

Note: Speeds are given in cm ¡sec ; pulling forces in 
grams. 
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The averages, it is seen, show a graduate increase in 

friction with decrease in speed. 

In Table V the values of the friction in grams ere 

given for the higher speeds used in this study. The load 

on specimen B (cold-rolled steel) was In each case 10 kg. 

The data in the lower part of the table were observed one 

day later than those in the upper part. 

Table V 

Friction at Higher Speeds 

.3 . 5 . (5 . 5 friction 

3990 k205 kk55 k325 5700 
3995 k310 1620 k290 5850 
1105 11.370 k)80 k175 5880 
k125 14090 k6iO k150 625 
k325 k275 k605 k790 59kO 
k250 k325 ¿1.780 k930 6330 
k330 11.380 k350 k780 5585 
k025 3900 k130 ¿i.610 5785 
3890 k3kO k265 5080 5735 
k090 k175 k650 57ko 

Ave. k113 k2k7 k48k k570 5879 

klkO k670 k700 k9kO 5580 
kOkO kk25 kk9O k700 5690 
kOlO k325 11.800 k605 57k5 
k300 k370 h7k5 5390 5785 
k2kO k775 k725 k900 6375 
k750 ¿1.575 5070 k800 5930 
kk6O k7kO k720 5105 6325 
kkk0 11.520 k620 k8kO 6135 
k6iO 11930 ¿t855 k990 6080 
k665 k7kO 5070 5k05 5675 
k685 k570 5000 k8ko 6055 
k790 5185 k805 51ko 5970 
k585 k800 50ko 5900 

Ave. kk25 k660 11.820 k970 59kO 

Note: Speeds are given in cm/sec, pulling forces in grams. 
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It will be noted that the averages for the lower part of 

the table are nearly kOO g. higher than those for the 

upper part. At the higher speeds, 0.3 cm./sec. to 0.05 

oin./sec., the surfaces scratched each other to some 

extent, thereby increasing the value of the friction. 

This difference of kOO g. probably represents the added 

force needed to produce the scratches. 

The additional force required to produce the scratches 

should be independent of the speed. In support of this 

idea it may be noted that an examination of data taken 

shows that if static friction is, say 1000 g. larger 

after the surface shows scratching, then the values of 

kinetic friction at the various speeds will likewise be 

about 1000 g. higher than before scratching occurred. 

Table VI summarizes but a small fraction of all 

data taken. It contains, however, only data taken after 

various defects in apparatus and procedure had been over- 

come. For this reason it is believed the curves (Figures 

3 and k) plotted from the data of Table VI give the best 

picture of change in friction with change in ultra-slow 

speeds. It may also be stated that, in general, data 

included in any of the tables were secured after numerous 

trials and the elimination, as far as possible, of sources 

of error. Because of this precaution only about one- 

f ifth of the readings have been utilized in Tables II 

to VI. 
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Table VI 

Summary on Sliding Friction, Cold Rolled Steel, 10 kg. Load 

Speed Number Ave. 
cm/sec trials friction 

0.3 60 3505 
0.15 33 3680 
0.075 33 3911.0 

0.05 11.5 k130 
0.005 20 k275 
0.0025 6k 11.530 
0.0001 81 11.590 
0.00005 59 k600 
0.0000125 26 k6k5 
0.000005 50 k786 
0.00000125 90 11.890 

0.000001 82 k980 
0.00000025 li.11. 

0.000000125 107 5020 
Static friction 60 5200 

Elastic Yield of Pusher 

The trouble due to stick and slip motion has already 

been mentioned. After these data had been taken, the 

thought occurred that the elastic yield of the pusher and 

its bearings might be a contributing cause to this 

unsteady motion. It therefore becomes necessary to 

examine the magnitude of this effect. As stated, the 

pusher was a 1/2" rod with 20 threads per inch. Calcula- 

tions based on Youngs modulus show that when the pusher 

extended 3 inches from its bearings, it would be shortened 

0.000000125 cm. by an added push of k5 g. Since the 

pusher travelled 0.000000125 cm./sec. at the slowest speed, 
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lt is evident that k5 g. would stop the motion for one 

second. During this time conditions of static friction 

and not kinetic friction obtain. This effect is enhanced 

by the yielding of the bearing of the pusher screw. The 

remedy is a larger pusher screw and more massive bearings. 

However, this improvement in the apparatus would 

probably not change the shape of the curves as (i) it 

takes a minute or more to make e. reading and the time of 

stopping, during which static conditions hold is probably 

not often longer than 10 seconds, and (2) even if static 

conditions hold for an occasional reading, the number of 

readings entering into the average for any point is 

perhaps large enough to make its effect negligible. 

Discussion_of Curves 

The left end of the curve (Fig. 3) is somewhat uncer- 

tain because of discordant values of friction at very slow 

speeds. These discordant values may possibly be due in 

part to effects discussed under "elastic yield of pusher." 

If Fig. ¿I. were drawn as an extension to Fig. 3 (same 

scale as Fig. 3) the curve would extend 5000 feet to the 

right and would drop only 5 inches. This nearly flat 

portion of the hypothetical curve shows that for these 

higher speeds (from 0.00005 cm/sec. to 0.3 cm./sec.) the 

friction decreases almost imperceptibly with increase in 

speed. 
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Other CUrVeS 

Trial curves on semi-log paper were made and dis- 

carded using the same data as for Figures 3 and k. Some 

data based on about kOO trials when plotted gave a dip in 

the curve, indicating minimum friction at 0.25 cm. Iseo. 

At this speed friction vas about T per cent lower than at 

k cm./sec. or at 0.1 cm./sec. Other investigations have 

reported minima, but the author feels the need of further 

investigation on this point. 

Referring to Table VI it will be noticed that in 

increasing the speed one hundred fold based on the lowest 

speed (0.000000125 czn./sec.) the friction decreased from 

5020 g. to k6k9 g., or 375 g. The next one hundred fold 

increase in speed (0.0000125 to 0.00125 cm./sec.) 

decreased the friction by only about 100 g. and the next 

by about 800 g. The total increase in speed (0.000000125 

to 0.3 cm./sec.), or 2,kOO,000-fold, reduced friction by 

1500 g., or approximately 30 per cent. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

From data taken with wrought iron surfaces 

(Table II) it appears that increasing the load from 

5000 g. to 25,000 g. increases the coefficient of static 

friction from 0.388 to O..k3, or nearly 11 per cent. 

From Table III it is seen that kinetic friction between 

wrought iron surfaces is nearly twice as large at the 

lower speeds as at the higher. Table IV shows an increase 

of nearly 10 per cent in the kinetic friction of cold 

rolled steel if the speed is i/4OOO as large. Table V 

shows an increase of over 10 per cent in kinetic friction 

at lower speeds. Tests made seem to show that static 

friction is not appreciably affected by heavy loads added 

and then removed, or by leaving the specimens in contact 

and bearing a load for several hours. 

In conclusion, the author believes further work at 

ultra-slow speeds is desirable, using a much larger, more 

rigid screw for pushing the sliding specimen. 
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